Winegard is excited to announce the launch of the new Carryout® G2+ Automatic Portable Antenna that works with DISH®, DIRECTV® and Bell TV programming.

**Versatile** - The Carryout G2+ receives DISH, DIRECTV and Bell TV programming for the ultimate in provider versatility.

**Ultra Small Portable** - This sleek, compact portable is ultra lightweight, requiring minimal space. Perfect for the on-the-go lifestyle!

**Simple to Use** - 100% automatic.

**Includes Power Inserter for Increased Accessibility** - Powered over coax through power inserter, so no 12V power needed. Easily switch providers at power inserter; no need to remove antenna dome.

### Features and Benefits

**Versatile**

- Receives either DISH, DIRECTV or Bell TV for maximum provider versatility
- **1 TV** (one receiver)
  - Points to either 110°, 119° or 129° (DISH) or 101° or 119° (DIRECTV) or 91° or 82° (Bell TV)
  - Channel changes will prompt antenna to point to required orbital
- **2 TVs** (a receiver on each TV)
  - The system has two coaxial outputs to allow for two-receiver or dual-tuner DVR usage.
  - Points to either 110°, 119° or 129° (DISH) or 101° or 119° (DIRECTV) or 91° or 82° (Bell TV)

**Ground or Roof Mount**

- With the unique ability to later convert the portable G2+ to a permanent roof mounted antenna, the G2+ saves the consumer money from having to buy a new antenna and creates revenue for the dealer with the installation. Plus, dealers have less models to inventory while still offering customers antenna options. Roof Mount Kit sold separately. *Additional wiring is required unless vehicle is prewired for a Winegard satellite TV antenna.*

**Ultra Small Portable Antenna**

- Dimensions: 14.3” diameter, 13.5” height
- Weight: 10 pounds
- Easy grip handle included for effortless carrying
- Eyelet on base provides ability to lock-up antenna for added security

**Fast Setup**

- **Fully Automatic**
  - Automatically finds satellite orbital locations
  - Compact size requires less acquisition time

*Over 40% smaller than the Carryout*
Carryout® G2+ Automatic Portable Satellite TV Antenna

Carryout® G2+ + Receiver (of your choice)* + TV

Power Inserter

- Fast Setup with Power Inserter
  - No 12V power needed; powered through coax through power inserter
  - Easily switch providers at the power inserter; no need to remove the antenna dome

Pack-out Contents

- 25 foot RG-6 coaxial cable
- 3 foot RG-6 coaxial cable
- Power inserter
- User manual, including warranty information (Winegard’s website has videos and online tutorials for the Carryout G2+)

Programming

- The Carryout G2+ is compatible with DISH (SD and HD), DIRECTV (SD only) and Bell TV (SD and HD) programming
- Winegard provides receivers and activation for DISH Pay-as-you-go programming and DIRECTV two-year contracts (sold separately)
- Winegard receiver hotline 1-866-609-9374 available Monday-Friday 7:30 am – 5:30 pm CST

Place
Make sure the Carryout G2+ antenna is in a location with a clear view of the southern sky.

Connect
Connect the receiver to the power inserter then to “MAIN” port on the antenna base.
*Use your compatible receiver from home or call Winegard’s Receiver Hotline for receivers and programming. Power up the receiver and TV.

Search
Complete receiver setup. Press the button on Power Inserter to initiate antenna search sequence.

Watch
With the program guide downloaded, you are ready to watch TV!

---

GM-6000
Carryout G2+ antenna, white

GM-6035
Carryout G2+ antenna, black

---

DISH PAY-AS-YOU-GO PROGRAMMING
1-866-609-9374

DIRECTV TWO-YEAR PROGRAMMING
1-866-609-9374

---

No Long-Term Contract
No Fee to Stop or Start
Pay a Month at a Time

No Startup Costs
Free Receivers
Save up to $150 with rebates
FAQS

PROGRAMMING

Q. What satellite providers and satellites work with the Carryout G2+ antenna?
A. The Carryout G2+ antenna is compatible with the following:
   - DIRECTV® - 101°, 119°
   - DISH® - 110°, 119°, 129°
   - Bell TV™ - 82°, 91°

Q. Can I get HD service with the Carryout G2+ antenna?
A: HD programming is available with DISH and Bell TV. Keep in mind that in order to receive HD programming, you must have an HDTV as well as an activated HD receiver with an HD programming package (sold separately).

Q. Is the Carryout G2+ antenna compatible with Shaw Direct service in Canada?
A: No, the Carryout G2+ antenna is not compatible with Shaw Direct.

Q. I have cable at home and don’t want to switch or pay for satellite programming all year when I will only need it for a few months. What are my options?
A: DISH offers pay-as-you-go programming. There are no contracts and no commitments—simply pay for the months you would like satellite television service. Call 1-877-435-0181 to sign-up or visit www.winegard.com/dishnetwork for more information.

Q. Where can I get a receiver and programming?
A: For receivers and programming, call 1-866-609-9374 or visit www.winegard.com/receivers.

Q. Will I be able to watch Bell TV in the United States with the Carryout G2+ antenna?
A: The Carryout G2+ antenna will work in areas where Bell TV provides a signal. Bell TV has recently significantly reduced signal coverage in the United States, and viewing outside of Canada will be extremely limited.

Q. Will my DIRECTV/DISH service work outside of the continental United States?
A: Generally, coverage is limited to the continental United States. Coverage may be available outside of the United States but will be limited.
FAQS continued from page 3

GENERAL FEATURES

Q. Does the Carryout G2+ automatically toggle between satellites?
A: Yes. As you change the channel, the Carryout G2+ antenna will automatically toggle to the corresponding satellite.

Q. How do I protect the Carryout G2+ antenna from theft?
A: The antenna comes with an eyelet attached to the base; the eyelet enables the antenna to be padlocked or secured to a permanent fixture (not included).

Q. How many receivers can I hook up to the Carryout G2+ antenna?
A: The Carryout G2+ antenna has two satellite outputs. Two single-tuner receivers can be hooked up to the antenna, or one DVR (dual-tuner) receiver can be hooked up to the antenna.

Q. If I hook up two TVs to the antenna, can I watch any program on either TV?
A: You can watch any program on either TV as long as the programs are on the same satellite.

Q. Does Winegard Company recommend using a DVR with the Carryout G2+ antenna?
A: DISH and DIRECTV do not recommend using receivers with internal hard drives in a mobile environment prone to excessive vibration or heat. For this reason, Winegard recommends a single tuner receiver.

Q. Does the Carryout G2+ antenna work with a DVR?
A: Yes, the Carryout G2+ antenna can be set up to work with most DVR receivers. Two coaxial cables will need to run from the Carryout G2+ antenna to the DVR, and the receiver will only be able to watch or record from one satellite at a time, which may limit some DVR functionality. The Carryout G2+ antenna is not compatible with the Hopper/Joey for DISH. The Carryout G2+ antenna is not compatible with H25, HR34, or HR44 for DIRECTV (unless the SWM-840 accessory kit is added).

Q. Can I mount the Carryout G2+ antenna to a vehicle?
A: With Model RK-2000 roof mount kit (sold separately), the Carryout G2+ antenna can be permanently mounted to a vehicle.

Q. Will the Carryout G2+ antenna work while in-motion?
A: No, the Carryout G2+ antenna is a stationary antenna.

SETUP

Q. Does the Carryout G2+ antenna need to be perfectly level?
A: No. However, the antenna may take longer to lock onto signal if the antenna is not level.

Q. Do I need to go through all receiver setup steps every time I use the antenna?
A: As long as the receiver configuration has not been altered since last usage, no re-configuration is necessary. If the configuration has been changed by connecting the receiver to a different antenna, re-configuration may be necessary and instructions can be found in the user guide or online at www.winegard.com/receivers/setupguide.php

Q. What do I need to set up the Carryout G2+ antenna and power inserter?
A: You will need a TV, an activated receiver with programming package, and a 110/120VAC outlet, and the included coaxial cabling for the Carryout G2+ antenna to complete setup.

POWER INSERTER

Q. Are any other Winegard products compatible with the power inserter?
A: No, the power inserter must only be used with the Winegard G2+.

Q. Can I use any coaxial cable with the Winegard G2+?
A: No, you must use the supplied coaxial cable provided to you by Winegard Company.

Q. What additional features does the power inserter provide?
A: The dipswitches are easily accessible on the power inserter. This provides quick access to provider changes and eliminates the removal of the dome. Additionally, the power inserter has onboard LED diagnostics, delivering immediate operational feedback.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Q. What happens if the Carryout G2+ antenna stops working or if I can’t set up the antenna properly?
A: Contact Winegard Technical Services by emailing help@winegard.com or by calling 1-800-788-4417.

For more information, videos and promotional materials visit dealers.winegard.com